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NASPP Individual Achievement Awards

At each NASPP Conference, the NASPP presents individual achievement awards to
members that have contributed significantly to our organization. Award recipients
are selected by the NASPP Executive Advisory Committee, based on service to the
NASPP that is above and beyond and leadership in the industry.

Ed Burmeister

Baker & McKenzie

Ed Burmeister is a founding member of the NASPP and a
member of the NASPP Advisory Board. His session on “Key
International Developments” is one of the longest running at the
NASPP Annual Conference and is a perennial favorite among
attendees. He is a great speaker, able to make dry, technical
topics interesting and fun. He also has contributed significantly
to the NASPP website, providing international alerts and updates
to the NASPP long before we had a Global Stock Plans Portal
and continuing Baker & McKenzie’s support of the NASPP today.
Throughout his career, Ed has been a significant influence on
this industry and most recently was the driving force behind
improvements in the Section 6039 and Section 423 regulations.
He assists the NASPP with member inquiries and is a frequent
speaker at our Conference, webcasts, and NASPP chapter
meetings. For all his contributions to the NASPP, we recognize Ed
with this Individual Achievement Award.

Terry Adamson, CEP

Aon/Radford Consulting

Terry Adamson is one of the NASPP’s top contributors. He
regularly sends the NASPP unsolicited articles to post on our
website, approaches us with ideas for webcasts and Conference
sessions, responds to inquiries in the NASPP Discussion Forum,
and is always willing to speak whenever we need him, no matter
how large or small the audience. He has been instrumental in
helping us respond to member inquiries, including, in some
cases, soliciting additional input from other industry practitioners
and coordinating assistance from his colleagues at Radford.
His expertise in stock plan accounting and valuation is beyond
compare and he is able to present challenging technical topics
in a way that makes them seem easy. For all his contributions
to the NASPP, we recognize Terry Adamson with this individual
achievement award.

Stacy Fox, CEP

Yahoo

Stacy Fox has been an active member of the NASPP for many
years and is on top of her game when it comes to stock plan
administration; she has excellent policies and procedures, is
highly skilled and knowledgeable, and is generous in sharing her
expertise. Stacy is always willing to take time out of her day to
share practices and tips with other members, always responds
quickly whenever we need assistance, and has enthusiastically
provided sample materials and procedural documentation for
the NASPP website. In addition, Stacy has spoken frequently
at NASPP chapter meetings, NASPP webcasts and educational
programs, and at the NASPP Annual Conference. We recognize
Stacy with this Individual Achievement Award for all her
contributions to the NASPP.

